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[A] Heading of the first part1
[B] Heading of a subsection
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This is a text paragraph: Please submit your paper using Times New Roman 12pt, fully
justified formatting and single spacing. Please do NOT use any formatting styles or macros
other than those indicated – the less you use any formatting the easier it is for us to do the
final formatting with the help of our template.
Paragraphs which are not the first paragraphs under a heading or after a blank line should
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If there are three or more authors, please use et al. in brackets in the text.

Figures and tables have a caption of 10pt font size, they are numbered subsequently
throughout the paper. Figures and tables are left-aligned. Here you have an example:

Figure 1: an empty table

If you are referring to a translation and its source text or vice versa please enter the Title of the

source text in italics [title of the translation at hand in italics in square brackets] or vice versa.
If there is no published translation, please enter the Title of the source text in italics (own
translation of the title in round brackets without italics). When you cite a translation, please put
author and translator into the reference: “This is a quote from a translation” (Last Name Author/Last
Name Translator Year: Page). If your article contains examples in another language than English,
French or German, a translation has to be added:

This is a quotation in a language other than the language of the article. This quotation
exceeds three lines. This is why this quotation is in italic, 12pt and displayed left-aligned. This
is a quotation in a language other than the language of the article. This quotation exceeds
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